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To adapt the contents of the 
degrees to the needs of the 
company's productive sector 

Adaptation of contents and training on 
Vocational Education and Training.

Job board
To get qualified students who are 
looking for work in contact with job 
offers.

Challenge launching
To allow companies to launch challenges 
so that training centres can find 
solutions.

What can training centres do in order to adapt to the needs of companies?

A flexible enrollment system 
so that working staff can 
start a training period
To complete a whole VET training cycle 
or a part of it.

Entry tests for 
work education
To carry out VET entry tests on a group 
of company workers for them to access 
official qualifications.

Advisory service for the 
recognition of professional 
experience 

To advise workers on the most suitable 
training pathway for them to achieve 
their goals.

Recognition of professional 
experience in the chosen 
degrees
To recognize academically the learning 
achieved through work experience.

Training adapted to the needs 
of the company
To train workers through areas of 
knowledge (training units) adapted to 
the training needs of the company.

Professional guidance and 
mentoring service
To help define and update the knowledge 
maps that companies need to show the 
required skills and competencies.

Creation of new degrees 
adapted to the needs of
companies
To offer new initial VET programmes 
(PFI) adapted to the needs of companies.

Reskilling of working staff
To train groups of workers to meet the 
needs of job prospects, promotion or 
reskilling. To provide training in order to 
obtain a professional certificate.
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Training stays in companies 
for teachers
To host teachers for upskilling or 
training in the productive activity of 
companies.

Internships
To host students on obligatory unpaid 
internships in or outside Catalonia for 
around 400 hours.

WBL VET and
International WBL VET
To incorporate students in work
placements as apprentices with a
scholarship or a contract issued by
the company. The placements may
also be located in other countries.

Collaboration for training in 
the workplace
To provide spaces and facilities for 
student training.

Updating teacher and student 
training
To participate in professional updating 
actions for VET teachers and students.

Collaboration in launching 
challenges or projects for 
students 
To participate in challenge making
for students to work on them in the
classroom through a project. It is
a company-school collaboration. 

What can a company do for our students and teachers?
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International projects 

To participate in international projects
in which:
· Students can get practical training
in companies or academic training in 
training centers in other countries.
· Teachers can carry out training stays
in foreign companies.
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Entrepreneurship promotion 
projects
To collaborate in entrepreneurial 
projects, the sponsorship of
entrepreneurial competitions,
the participation in conferences and
the mentoring of entrepreneurial 
students or former students.

Professional skills
championships (Catskills)
To collaborate in Catalonia’s professional 
skills championships for VET through 
sponsorship, mentoring and training.

Quality certification of
the WBL VET service in
collaborating companies
To establish, through a certification, the 
quality level in which WBL VET is carried 
out in a company.

Collaboration in projects
and events
To participate in events by means of 
talks, training, mentoring and challenge 
launching for students.

Innovation and knowledge 
transfer projects
To collaborate on projects, to identify new 
challenges and innovation processes to 
improve a product, a service or a process. 
Participation in innovation events by the 
Ministry of Education or the traning 
centre.

Participation in VET
improvement through
a company network
To collaborate and participate in a 
company network for VET improvement.

How can a company help increase quality and foster innovation on VET?

Participation in and taking 
advantage of synergies
Mutual collaboration through the signing 
of agreements with the Ministry of 
Education and in Corporate Social 
Responsibility projects proposed by
the company.


